Rapid mapping of damaged regions and individual buildings is essential for efficient crisis management. Airborne laser scanner (ALS) data is potentially able to deliver accurate information on the 3D structures in a damaged region. In this paper we describe two different strategies how to process ALS point clouds in order to detect collapsed buildings automatically. Our aim is to detect collapsed buildings using post event data only. The first step in the workflow is the segmentation of the point cloud detecting planar regions. Next, various attributes are calculated for each segment. The detection of damaged buildings is based on the values of these attributes. Two different classification strategies have been applied in order to test whether the chosen strategy is capable of detecting collapsed buildings. The results of the classification are analysed and assessed for accuracy against a reference map in order to validate the quality of the rules derived. Classification results have been achieved with accuracy measures from 60-85% completeness and correctness. It is shown that not only the classification strategy influences the accuracy measures; also the validation methodology, including the type and accuracy of the reference data, plays a major role.
INTRODUCTION
In January 2010 Haiti was stroke by a major earthquake. As a rapid response several spatial datasets including remote sensing data were collected in order to provide a comprehensive data set for assisting hazard management. Most of the earliest damage maps were produced by manual interpretation of high resolution optical images. Among the data collected also airborne laser scanner (ALS) point clouds were acquired after the Haiti earthquake (RIT IPLER 2011) . Rapid mapping of damaged regions and individual buildings is essential for efficient crisis management. The quality of damage maps that are manually produced depends on individual operators, whose maps are often produced under time pressure, using existing data sources that might remain unchecked.
The challenge is to clearly identify a unique and distinct pattern in the ALS data belonging to a collapsed building structure. This unique pattern can then be used to automate the identification of collapsed buildings throughout a given data set of large areas. Finding the unique pattern is a challenge because of the random and irregular nature of damaged building structures, which cannot be easily mathematically described and explained by analysing volume, slope or size attributes as it is the case for undamaged buildings.
In this paper we describe two different strategies how to process ALS point clouds in order to detect collapsed buildings automatically. Our aim is to detect collapsed buildings using post event data only. We focus on the completely collapsed buildings, i.e. buildings where the entire structure has fallen apart. These type of features are categorised as "heap of debris", "heap of debris with planes", "pancake collapse , all stories" or "heap of debris with vertical elements" or "outspread multi layer collapse", according to the damage catalogue of Schweier and Markus (2006) .
The proposed approach starts with a segmentation algorithm that groups ALS points that roughly lie in a certain plane. Various geometric and radiometric attributes are calculated for each segment. For damaged building detection two different strategies to train and classify the complete dataset are compared which each other. The first is a rule based classification, where in a training stage a selection of segments is classified into collapsed buildings, non-collapsed building, roads and vegetation. Using rules based on the signature of those training segments from collapsed buildings, the complete dataset is classified. The second strategy uses training segments, which are extracted automatically using a reference dataset. This training dataset is supposed to contain only segments from collapsed buildings. Next, a classification model, based on maximum entropy modelling, is used to detect collapsed buildings. Finally, the outcomes of both methods are compared.
RELATED WORK
Several studies show that automated building detection from ALS data is feasible (e.g. Matikainen et al. 2010 , Rottensteiner et al. 2007 , Rutzinger et al. 2009 ). Methods working directly in the 3D point cloud have the advantage to maintain the highest accuracy and resolution of the ALS data. Furthermore, objectbased approaches combining segmentation and classification allow describing objects not only by their properties, which are derived directly from the point cloud but can also consider shape, neighbourhood and hierarchical relations of objects in the classification step (c.f. (Blaschke, 2010) , (Rutzinger et al., 2008) ). Many different point cloud segmentation algorithms have been proposed especially for the delineation of planar regions e.g. for the extraction of roof planes and roads (e.g. (Filin and Pfeifer, 2006) , (Rabbani et al., 2006) , .
Little attention has been paid on the automatically delineation and extraction of damaged buildings so far. Schweier and Markus (2006) present a damage catalogue which includes for every damage type, a description and some geometrical features of the buildings structure such as reduction in volume and changes of the structure. Rehor et al. (2008) compare two segmentation algorithms working on Digital Surface Models (DSMs) for the detection of damages buildings. As test data set a training area with 16 damaged buildings of the Swiss Military Disaster Relief was used. The comparison shows that the region growing algorithm performs better than an extended Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. However, an area wide data set was not processed and no quantitative performance evaluation has been performed. Vögtle and Steinle (2004) present an approach to detect damaged buildings based on change detection in multi-epoch ALS data. Their method segments and classifies both pre-and post-event ALS data, followed by an object-based change detection step. The disadvantage of this method is that it requires pre-event data, which might not be available or accessible, especially in the first days after a disaster such as an earthquake.
DATASETS AND TEST SITE

Airborne laser scanner data
On Tuesday 12 January 2010, Haiti was hit by an earthquake near the town of Léogâne, west of Haiti's capital Port-auPrince. The ALS data has been acquired by Kucera International between January 21-27, 2010 using a Leica ALS50 Li-DAR 1 system, with an average point density of about 3 points per square meter. The data contains intensity information as the system recorded the return amplitude of the received echo.
Two regions are selected as training and validation areas, respectively. The two areas represent densely built-up areas comprising multi-story buildings, urban vegetation, and roads partly covered by debris. Training samples have been taken from the training region. ALS data in the validation area has been classified using the training results, and validated using a reference dataset.
UN reference dataset
Usage has been made of a classified damage building assessment map from the UN 2 . This assessment map is made by joint collaboration between the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT), European Commission Joint Research Centre (EC JRC) and the World Bank. This reference dataset has been produced by manual interpretation of image analysts who categorized buildings into destroyed, severely damaged, moderately damaged and no visible damage.
METHODOLOGY
Workflow
The first step in the workflow is the segmentation of the point cloud detecting planar regions (explained in 4.2). Next, various attributes are calculated for each segment (see 4.3), which are used as input in the classification step. Two different classification strategies have been applied in order to test whether the chosen strategy is capable of detecting collapsed buildings (see 4.5 and 4.6).
Segmentation
Segmenting the ALS data is the first step in grouping points that belong to a certain object part. We followed a surface growing approach, in which the seeds are detected in a Hough transformation, as suggested by (Vosselman et al., 2004) . After the seeds of segments are detected in Hough space, points are added to the segments in a planar surface growing procedure. Two main criteria to grow a segment are listed here:
 The candidate point should be located near the plane fitted through the segment, within a certain threshold.  The distance between a candidate point and the nearest point in the segment should not exceed a certain 3D radius. For this project we choose parameter settings of 0.2 m and 1.0 m respectively. This means that points are grouped into one segment if they are within a distance of 0.2 m to the plane fitted through all the points, and the point should be within a distance of 1 m to another point in the segment.
Calculation of segment attributes
Our aim is to detect damaged buildings based on geometric and radiometric characteristics of segments. Of course, the main characteristic is implied in the fact that the segments only contain points that lie in a certain planar surface. For each of these segments, a list of attributes is calculated. The attributes are proposed to be able to separate segments on collapsed buildings from other classes, such as vegetation and non-collapsed buildings.
Number of points per segment ('NP')
The total number of points that form a segment is an indicator of the size of certain feature. The expectation is that the number of points of segments on collapsed buildings is less than those of terrain, roads and possibly non-collapsed buildings, but slightly more than segments in vegetation.
Mean height above the Digital Terrain Model ('D2DTM')
This attribute represents the normalised mean height of a segment. It is an indicator how close the segment is to the ground surface. In our research, the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) has been produced from the ALS data in a semi automatic segment based filter procedure. The segmentation for the production of the DTM is performed in a smooth surface growing algorithm, as described in (Sithole and Vosselman, 2005) .
Number of unsegmented to segmented points ratio ('NUSPR')
This attribute represents the ratio between the number of unsegmented points and the segmented points near the centre of the current segment. This ratio indicates whether the structure near the segment centre contains points that are just too far away from the fitted plane to be inserted into the segment. All unsegmented points are selected that are within a perpendicular distance of 1 m to the plane fitted through the segment. It is a measure for the roughness of the surface, just outside the bounds of a segment.
Planarity of segment ('PLAN')
All ALS points belonging to one segment lie within a certain distance, e.g. 0.2 m, to a plane. However, there might be differences in the planarity between segments. It is expected that points of segments that belongs to real planar objects show less variation, than segment points in a rough surface. The attribute value represents the mean of the absolute residual value of all segment points to the plane fitted through the segment.
Standard deviation of intensity ('STDINT')
This attribute contains a radiometric characteristic of the segment. The standard deviation of intensity represents the homogeneity of the features reflectance. Normally, we expect a standard feature to have a homogenous intensity value. From studying the cloud intensities there are rough areas, e.g. collapsed buildings that contain a mix of intensity values. In our research the influence of different intensity values caused by different acquisition geometry, e.g. in strip overlapping areas, is ignored. In the figures and tables in the remainder of the paper, the abbreviation of attribute names have been used. In Figure 1 four geometric parameters are visualised for one segment. The numbers correspond to the subsection numbers in section 4.3. 
Training and validation areas
Both our strategies are based on a supervised classification procedure. However, the selection of training areas differs per strategy. In the -rule-based classification method a human operator has selected training areas, each containing collapsed buildings, non-collapsed buildings, vegetation and roads. The selection is based on human interpretation of pre-and post event image datasets. The image datasets include high resolution satellite imagery and oblique aerial images. The maximum entropy classification method only selects training segments on collapsed buildings, by using the UN reference dataset. In an automatic approach, the segments are selected that are nearest to the point location of collapsed buildings in the reference map. For each occurrence in the reference map, only one segment, i.e. the nearest, is selected. This results in a one class training dataset. From the statistics of the training areas the following conditions were chosen as base thresholds to create a rule based classification. These thresholds serve as a signature in the rule based classification of collapsed buildings in the Haiti dataset. The classification is based on a count system where a counter is initialised that counts the number of times a segment meets the above conditions and at the end sums up the count per segment. The result is a label per segment that ranges from 0 (none of the conditions fulfilled) to 5 (all fulfilled). We selected the segments with labels 4 and 5 and classified them as being segment on a collapsed building. In our implementation, no specific weight is given to the attribute values. Although the influence of threshold values is transparent and the algorithm is easy to adjust to specific situations, we extended the research by analysing of a more sophisticated classification approach to reduce the influence of individual threshold values. In addition to that is of interest to know the contribution of each of the attributes.
Maximum entropy modelling
Motivation to use maximum entropy
Maximum entropy modelling is a machine learning method that can predict a certain distribution of a class, e.g. collapsed buildings, by making use of the unpredictable behaviour of segments in that class. A statistical model is proposed that calculates the entropy of a dataset and selects the model with the highest entropy. It means that the probability distribution of the class collapsed buildings is calculated for the whole dataset that best represent the knowledge taken from the training dataset.
The motivation is that we do not have to assume anything on the probability distribution other than what is observed in the training data (Manning and Schutze, 1999) . This is considered to be an advantage for us considering the random and irregular nature of damaged building structures.
An implementation of maximum entropy modelling was used that was originally created for species habitat modelling, as described (Phillips et al., 2006; Phillips and Dudik, 2008) and (Elith et al., 2010) . This approach is implemented in the software 'MaxEnt' 3 .
Input MaxEnt
MaxEnt needs two files to classify a dataset: the first is a sample file, containing segments and their attribute values of the training dataset. The second file contains all other segments including their attribute values. Attribute values of the training dataset are used to calculate the empirical distribution of segments in the class of collapsed buildings. During the classification, MaxEnt calculates to what extent a certain attribute contributes to calculating the probability of segments being part of a collapsed building; this is called the gain of a certain attribute.
Jackknife test
In the jackknife analysis as implemented in Maxent, two scenarios are determined for each attribute. The first scenario is the one where the attribute is the only variable used for classification, whereas the second scenario performs the classification with all except that attribute. The jackknife test returns a list, ordering the attributes from most to least informative for classification. For many applications this is used to select only the most informative attributes, as gathering the attributes might be labour intensive or expensive. Though the latter reason does not hold for our application, the jackknife test is giving insight in 3 Freely available at www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent what attribute is delivering informative data on the location of damaged buildings.
RESULTS
Rule based classification
In Figure 3 results are shown of our rule based classification. Centre points of segments are labelled according to the label of the corresponding segment. Green, yellow and orange points are not likely to represent collapsed buildings, as they fulfil none or only up to three conditions in the rule base. Red points are highlighting possible areas of total collapse as they display the highest probability of damage, based on the number of times the segments satisfied the thresholds defined in Table 2 . It can be seen that there is not an exact correspondence between the classified data and the reference data. Reasons can be found in the differences in representing the results (buildings vs. segments) and differences in deriving the results (manual interpretation of imagery and automatic generation of geometric features). Quantitative measures are shown in Table 4 .
There are a few areas of misclassification noticed for example there are several tent camps within the place and areas with shanty structures that have been classified as collapsed buildings. The reason is that the characteristics of tents and shanty structures show several similarities with a collapsed building attributes. At the left in Figure 6 segments classified as collapsed buildings are shown next to a satellite image, taken by GeoEye. Some segments including tents are classified as collapsed buildings. The satellite image was captured one week before the ALS data, so small differences in both figures can also be caused due the time difference. Figure 6 Tent camp clusters inside stadium recognised as segments on collapsed buildings. The GeoEye image (right) was captured one week before the ALS data (left).
Maxent classification result
The result of Maxent is a prediction whether a segment is part of a collapsed building or not. The prediction is represented by a probability parameter, ranging from 0 to 1, see Figure 7 . Segments having a probability higher than 0.5 have been classified as segments on collapsed buildings. The result of the jackknife test is listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that the attribute which is most informative is number of points (NP) which therefore appears to have the most useful information by itself. 'Number of points' is also the variable that decreases the gain the most when it is omitted from the list of attributes. This result seems logical as this attribute is the only variable that holds information on the size of the segment. It can be expected that the planarity variable (PLAN) and the 'ratio between not segmented points and segmented points' (NUSPR) are some how correlated with each other. This means that the decrease of information is lower if one is omitted. 
Comparison of results of both methods
In Figure 8 classification results of both methods are visualised together with the reference data, overlaid on a pre-event GeoEye satellite image. For both methods the three accuracy measures are calculated as a function of the True Positives, False Negatives and False Positives, listed in 4. The low correctness of the Maxent approach (63%) was caused by a relative large number of False Positives: predicted collapsed buildings were not found in the reference data. This is caused by fact that the distribution of that training dataset was too wide, causing too many segments that are considered to be similar to the training data. As a result, these are falsely classified as collapsed buildings. As a consequence more segments are near damaged buildings in the reference map, resulting in a higher completeness value.
Rule based classification Maxent
Completeness 70% 82% Correctness 74% 63% Overall quality 56% 60% Table 4 Accuracy measures of two approaches on the same dataset. Training dataset differs between the two approaches.
We briefly have had a further look to the validation step where is has been decided whether a damaged building was correctly found or not. Until now, it was checked whether in a radius of 5 m of the reference point there is a segment centre, classified as collapsed building. Instead of using the segment centre, we used the existence of any laser point of a segment, classified as collapsed buildings. For the rule based classification the results improved by more than 10% to 80% completeness, 75% correctness and 70% overall accuracy. The reason is that there are more True Positives found and less False Negatives. Similar changes are found if the radius to search for classified segments increased from 5 to 10 m. Main conclusion is that the influence of threshold values in the validation step should be analysed in order to draw conclusions on the individual accuracy measures.
DISCUSSION
The choice of using planar segments as entity to detect damaged buildings can be considered slightly contradictory. First of all, the appearance of damaged buildings cannot be considered typically planar. We have softened this problem by taking into consideration the planarity of segments and the number of nearby unsegmented points. Both of these attributes are considered as important in the jackknife test. Secondly, our results actually represent segments on damaged buildings, instead of the buildings themselves. Grouping those segments that belong to the same building is needed in order to count the number of collapsed buildings. A disadvantage of a rule based classifier is that the design needs manual work, e.g. for selecting the optimal attributes and its corresponding thresholds. However, for applications in disaster management, where availability of data and the required output may differ per disaster, it can be considered as an advantage to manually adapt the classification strategy to the needs.
CONCLUSION
We have presented two methods to detect collapsed buildings in ALS data. The advantage of ALS point cloud analysis is the possibility to calculate geometric and radiometric attributes of segments directly in the original 3D measurements, which have highest accuracy. Methods have been presented to derive rules based from training data. In addition, we have presented a way how to determine the contribution of each of the attributes to the classification result. The rule based classifier shows a direct relation to the attributes in the training data. In some situations collapsed buildings were not detected, as the corresponding segments did not fit the thresholds in the rule base. On the other hand, the Maxent classifier depends on the availability of precise training data, hence may not be ideal in the initial time pressured computations. Moreover, its accuracy is likely to depend on way how the reference is captured. The choice of training data influences the classification result. Several researchers explain that by bootstrapping, i.e. iteratively nd randomly using a subset out of the training dataset, it is possible to reduce the influence of a single training dataset (Phillips and Dudik, 2008) . However, the effect of choosing the (complete) training dataset is not minimised by bootstrapping. The reference data is represented by the central location of a collapsed building, not necessarily matching the centre location of the corresponding segments in the ALS data. For future research we have to analyse the influence of the difference between the training dataset that was created manually, and the dataset that was determined automatically by selecting segments near a reference data point.
Only by choosing the way how to match reference data and classified data, one can influence the accuracy measures by over 10%. It shows that besides the classification procedure, the validation procedure is at least equally important. In this paper we do not draw conclusions on the accuracy values itself, as the influence of the validation procedure has not been fully ana- 
